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1. Introduction
The openMOS project aims to enable the creation of high performance Plug-andProduce systems that can be rapidly integrated, reconfigured and upgraded without
compromising their operational performance. To achieve this, the project will
deliver an approach based on a common Manufacturing Service Bus that links all
Plug-and-Produce devices with each other and any higher level operational control,
planning, analytics and data management applications. The openMOS approach will
be open for the integration of both existing legacy systems as well as allow
upgrading for future systems. Hence, the openMOS architecture has been designed
to interface with existing industrial control systems and link them to a networked
cloud of higher level applications. As a result, openMOS systems can be deployed
using traditional control approaches or entirely new self-organising systems
approaches. This will allow the rapid deployment of high performance systems that
are seamless integrated within a factory and business environment.
One of the core challenges to achieve the required rapid integration of diverse,
multi-vendor equipment modules into one coherent fully functional assembly
system is this the diversity of communication protocols and underlying data models
that exist in the manufacturing domain to integrate, control and schedule
production systems. Each manufacturer has their own proprietary approach to
programme and manage the data their devices generate. There are view
approaches that harmonise the interfaces of devices such that devices from
multiple vendors can be easily integrated with each other and share common
content languages even to just publish the data they generate. Yet eminent
production paradigms such as Industrie 4.0 (I4.0) and Cyber Physical Systems
(CPS) demand better integration to allow data analytics and more dynamic
management of high value manufacturing assets. Technologies developed to enable
the emerging Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) such as OPC UA are providing the
foundation for next generation production systems to achieve the vision of
openMOS. However, the challenge of a common semantic model to allow seamless
integration of different devices and applications has not yet been satisfactorily
addressed. Hence, the openMOS project is developing a core semantic model
based on the cumulative experience from many previous European and national
research projects that can bridge this gap. To achieve this, openMOS is establishing
an open and extendable model that builds on emerging technologies that are
compatible with the visions of I4.0, CPS and IIoT.
openMOS has identified several key interaction protocols that cover the
fundamental communication requirements of any production system. The
expectation is that emerging and future production systems will follow a Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) to manage the horizontal as well as vertical
interactions between devices. Figure 1 provides a basic overview the typical
interactions and associated information flows that will be supported by the

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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openMOS systems. A more comprehensive description of the underpinning
architecture can be found in D3.1 Open Plug and Produce Architecture Specification.

Figure 1 – Overview of openMOS components and their interactions

The aim of this document is to give an overview of the current status of the
ongoing semantic models development effort in the openMOS project. This includes
a brief review of the more prominent semantic technologies and comments on their
applicability in the context of the openMOS project. This document is an initial
assessment of these technologies and specification of the underlying content
models which need to be supported by a set of well-defined interaction protocols.
Further details will be published in the final semantic model specification.
The initial assessment focused on the main existing standards for semantic
encapsulation of information (UML, OWL, XML, AutomationML, and RDF).
Additionally, the document also covers the subsequent definition requirements of
the openMOS standard, which will support the instantiation of the information
circulating in the Manufacturing Service Bus.
The model presented in this document builds on the extensive experience from
previously developed semantic models in key projects working on plug-and-produce
and component-based automation systems (IDEAS, SelSus, and OPAK). While this

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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is not a comprehensive list, the focus of the initial model was to work with the
experience within the openMOS consortium before extending this to third parties.
The open publication of this document and associated models is the first step to
generating wider interest and feedback and establish a community of potential
users and technology developers. The overall objective is to ensure that all best
practices and concepts can be brought together and integrated to prepare an open
standard to govern the communication content for Plug-and-Produce components.
In order to ensure the continuous well-aligned development of different Plug-andProduce functionalities, this document will also provide a preliminary openMOS
semantic model. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that this model is not
finalised and will be refined in parallel to test system implementations until its final
definition in D3.7 “Common Semantic Model”.
This document is organised as follows: section 2 gives an overview of the most
relevant current semantic modelling technologies and concludes on their suitability
as baseline technology for open Plug-and-Produce systems; section 3, 4 and 5
describe the content and structure of the semantic models for assembly processes,
the assembly equipment and the assembly product. Section 6 describes how this
model has been implemented in AutomationML. An illustrative example is presented
in section 7 to show how this model can be used to represent a simple assembly
system. Section 8 concludes the current status of the semantic model and
highlights future developments.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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2. Semantic model technologies overview
Manufacturing systems have a clear need to a transparent semantic models across
their development, rapid integration and operational control [1]. The application
domain in openMOS is assembly. Assembly is a subset of manufacturing domain
and faces representative challenges that can be easily generalised and transferred
into other domains. The analysis of Plug-and-Produce for this domain identifies the
need for a common semantic model which shared by all components in the system.
This means that the model needs to cater for the needs of the different
communication protocols between the resources (sensors, devices, machines, etc.),
the manufacturing execution system, and high level analysis and planning systems.
It should also support the key lifecycle stages of the system. In openMOS, the focus
is on the integration and operational stages of the system but the model should be
compatible with the design, reuse and decommissioning stages as well. Semantic
models have the potential to act as common denominator throughout all these
phases ensuring better information exchange and acting as backbone for more
expressive knowledge retention and discovery. Creating such a semantic model
requires a clear methodology that leads to a systematic and extendable model.
This chapter provides an overview of the possible technologies that can be used for
this definition. It is important to note that the focus of this document is on
technologies highlighted by the project partners. Another consideration was
whether these technologies would be compliant with other technology stacks that
will be used in the project such as OPC UA.

2.1.UML (Structural Class diagram)
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a general-purpose, developmental,
modelling language used mainly in the software engineering domain. It is intended
to provide a standard way to visualize the design of a system [2].
UML has many types of diagrams, which are divided into two categories [3]. Some
types represent structural information, and the rest represent general types of
behaviour, including a few that represent different aspects of interactions. These
diagrams can be categorized hierarchically as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 – UML Diagrams classification

A UML class diagram in is a type of static structure diagram that describes the
structure of a system by showing the system's classes, their attributes, operations
(or methods), and the relationships among objects.
The class diagram is the main building block of object-oriented modelling. It is used
both for general conceptual modelling of the systematics of the application, and for
detailed modelling translating the models into programming code.
The classes in a class diagram represent both the main elements, interactions in
the application, and the classes to be programmed.
Class diagrams can be automatically transformed into other representations, i.e.
specific programming languages which facilitate the development of solutions that
use UML for modelling.
This approach provides a high level of flexibility on the definition, as concepts can
be adjusted and propagated easily. Nevertheless, this is not a content language for
communication, which would require homogenous software components in the
system. This would not be compliant with the aim for an open approach. Moreover,
UML does not provide any support for the specificities of the assembly domain. This
means that one would have to model the whole domain from scratch and would not
ensure the interoperability with other tools, unless these use the same model.

2.2.AutomationML
The Automation Markup Language (AutomationML, AML) is a solution for data
exchange focusing on the domain of automation engineering. AutomationML uses
an XML schema-based data format designed for the vendor independent exchange
of plant engineering information. The goal of AML is to interconnect engineering
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tools from the existing heterogeneous tool landscape in their different disciplines,
e.g. mechanical plant engineering, electrical design, process engineering, process
control engineering, HMI development, PLC programming, robot programming etc.
[4].
AML stores engineering information following the object oriented paradigm and
allows modelling of physical and logical plant components as data objects
encapsulating different aspects. An object may consist of other sub-objects, and
may itself be part of a larger composition or aggregation. Typical objects in plant
automation comprise information on topology, geometry, kinematics and logic,
whereas logic comprises sequencing, behaviour and control. Therefore, an
important focus in the data exchange in engineering is the exchange of object
oriented data structures, geometry, kinematics and logic [4].
AML combines existing industry data formats that are designed for the storage and
exchange of different aspects of engineering information. CAEX (Computer Aided
Engineering Exchange) format is used as a core to identify properties and relations
of objects in their hierarchical structure. COLLADA (Collaborative Design Activity) is
defining geometry and kinematics. The logic, sequences of actions, internal
behaviour and I/O connections are linked to PLCopen XML [4].
Figure 3 illustrates the basic AML architecture and the distribution of topology,
geometry, kinematics, and logic information.

Figure 3 – Overview of the engineering data exchange format AML [4]

The centre of AML is the top-level data format CAEX [5], a neutral data format that
interconnects established data formats for the engineering aspects for topology,
geometry, kinematics, behaviour and sequencing information. Therefore, a basic
characteristic of AML is an inherent distributed document architecture focussing on
the above mentioned engineering aspects [4].
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Figure 4 – CAEX Data Model [5]

The main advantages of the distributed document concept are the usage of proven
and established data formats, the distribution of data to different files which eases
the handling of bulk information and the simplified usage of AML library files which
may be stored, exchanged and accessed separately. Finally, different levels of
detail, e.g. geometry variants, may be stored separately. AML mainly defines the
associations between the referenced data formats and engineering objects [4].
Summarising, AutomationML offers a distinct advantage of exchanging data
between different software tools used in all engineering phases such as project
management, engineering, commissioning, robot programming etc. Moreover, it is
open and has standardized data format. It can describe plants and components
with all aspects such as topology, geometry, kinematic, motion paths, logic etc.
Further to this it offers other advantages which are as follows [4]:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open, documented format free of charge.
Manufacturer independent.
Without proprietary interfaces and libraries.
Standardized description based on XML.
Scalable from single components up to complete plants.
Prepared for future extensions.
Multi document architecture.
Access Protection.
Support for change and versioning processes.
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AutomationML also supports object-oriented approach and allows modelling of plant
components as data objects capturing information of different domains as their
properties which includes information of geometry, kinematic, behaviour, position
within the hierarchical plant topology and the associations with other objects [4].
The AML modelling approach is compatible with the required component-based,
modular structure of Plug-and-Produce systems.
However, while it does provide a great way to establish a model, the modelling
process is quite complex has there are not enough support tools for the
development of models. Moreover, AML was designed for system engineering and is
currently not used to capture run-time data, and it has not been demonstrated as a
good approach to store and manage historical information of the system.
Nevertheless, once the model is defined, this approach will provide a integrated
solution with other engineering domains and one can validate the solution to deal
with run-time data.

2.3.RDF/RDFS
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a framework for representing
information, data access and data interchange on the World Wide Web [6].
The data representation in RDF is based on a set of triples, each consisting of a
subject, a predicate and an object (Figure 5). A set of such triples is called an RDF
graph. An RDF graph can be visualized as a node and directed-arc diagram, in
which each triple is represented as a node-arc-node link [6].

Figure 5 – An RDF graph with two nodes (Subject and Object) and a triple
connecting them (Predicate) [6]

There can be three kinds of nodes in an RDF graph: Internationalized Resource
Identifiers (IRIs), literals, and blank nodes. Any IRI or literal denotes something
(resources) in the “world”. Anything can be a resource, including physical things,
documents, abstract concepts, numbers and strings. The resource denoted by an
IRI is called its referent, and the resource denoted by a literal is called its literal
value. Literals have data types that define the range of possible values, such as
strings, numbers, and dates. Special kind of literals, language-tagged strings,
denotes plain-text strings in a natural language [6].
Asserting an RDF triple says that some relationship, indicated by the predicate,
holds between the resources denoted by the subject and object. This statement
corresponding to an RDF triple is known as an RDF statement. The predicate itself
is an IRI and denotes a property, that is, a resource that can be thought of as a
binary relation [6].
Unlike IRIs and literals, blank nodes do not identify specific resources. Statements
involving blank nodes say that something with the given relationships exists,
without explicitly naming it [6].
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An RDF vocabulary is a collection of IRIs intended for use in RDF graphs. The IRIs
in an RDF vocabulary often begins with a common substring known as a namespace
IRI [6].
The RDF data model is atemporal: RDF graphs are static snapshots of information.
However, RDF graphs can express information about events and about temporal
aspects of other entities, given appropriate vocabulary terms [6].
RDF Schema (RDFS) provides a data-modelling vocabulary for RDF data. It is an
extension of the basic RDF vocabulary. It provides mechanisms for describing
groups of related resources and the relationships between these resources [7].
The RDFS class and property system is similar to the type systems of objectoriented programming languages such as Java. RDF Schema differs from many
such systems in that instead of defining a class in terms of the properties its
instances may have, RDFS describes properties in terms of the classes of resource
to which they apply. This is the role of the domain and range mechanisms
described in this specification. One benefit of the RDF property-centric approach is
that it allows anyone to extend the description of existing resources, one of the
architectural principles of the Web [7].
The RDFS strategy is to acknowledge that there are many techniques through
which the meaning of classes and properties can be described. Richer vocabulary or
'ontology' languages such as OWL, inference rule languages and other formalisms
(for example temporal logics) will each contribute to our ability to capture
meaningful generalizations about data in the Web [7].
Concluding, this approach would require a huge effort to create the model, as this
would have to be done from scratch since there is no existing support for the
assembly domain. Therefore the development effort to integrate within openMOS
would also be quite high.
2.4.OWL
The Web Ontology Language new version OWL 2 is an ontology language for the
Semantic Web with formally defined meaning and is an extension and revision of
the OWL Web Ontology Language developed by the W3C [8]. OWL 2 ontologies
provide classes, properties, individuals, and data values and are stored as Semantic
Web documents. OWL 2 ontologies can be used along with information written in
RDF, and OWL 2 ontologies themselves are primarily exchanged as RDF documents
[8].
OWL 2 is a language for expressing ontologies. The term ontology has a complex
history both in and out of computer science, but we use it to mean a certain kind of
computational artefact – i.e., something akin to a program, an XML schema, or a
web page – generally presented as a document. An ontology is a set of precise
descriptive statements about some part of the world (usually referred to as the
domain of interest or the subject matter of the ontology). Precise descriptions
satisfy several purposes: most notably, they prevent misunderstandings in human
communication and they ensure that software behaves in a uniform, predictable
way and works well with other software [8].
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Ontologies are formalized vocabularies of terms, often covering a specific domain
and shared by a community of users. They specify the definitions of terms by
describing their relationships with other terms in the ontology [8].

Figure 6 – The Structure of OWL 2 [8]

Figure 6 gives an overview of the OWL 2 language, showing its main building blocks
and how they relate to each other. The ellipse in the centre represents the abstract
notion of an ontology, which can be thought of either as an abstract structure or as
an RDF graph. At the top are various concrete syntaxes that can be used to
serialize and exchange ontologies. At the bottom are the two semantic
specifications that define the meaning of OWL 2 ontologies [8].
OWL 2 has a very similar overall structure to OWL 1. Looking at Figure 6, almost all
the building blocks of OWL 2 were present in OWL 1, albeit possibly under different
names [8].
The central role of RDF/XML, the role of other syntaxes, and the relationships
between the Direct and RDF-Based semantics (i.e., the correspondence theorem)
has not changed. More importantly, backwards compatibility with OWL 1 is, to all
intents and purposes, complete: all OWL 1 Ontologies remain valid OWL 2
Ontologies, with identical inferences in all practical cases [8].
OWL 2 adds new functionality with respect to OWL 1. Some of the new features are
syntactic sugar (e.g., disjoint union of classes) while others offer new expressivity,
including [8]:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

keys;
property chains;
richer data types, data ranges;
qualified cardinality restrictions;
asymmetric, reflexive, and disjoint properties;
enhanced annotation capabilities.

OWL 2 is not a programming language: OWL 2 is declarative, i.e. it describes a
state of affairs in a logical way. Appropriate tools (so-called reasoners) can then be
used to infer further information about that state of affairs. How these inferences
are realized algorithmically is not part of the OWL document but depends on the
specific implementations. Through its declarative nature, the activity of creating
OWL 2 documents is conceptually different from programming. Still, as in both
cases complex formal documents are created, certain notions from software
engineering can be transferred to ontology engineering, such as methodological and
collaborative aspects, modularization, patterns, etc. [8].
OWL 2 is not a schema language for syntax conformance. Unlike XML, OWL 2 does
not provide elaborate means to prescribe how a document should be structured
syntactically. In particular, there is no way to enforce that a certain piece of
information (like the social security number of a person) has to be syntactically
present. This should be kept in mind as OWL has some features that a user might
misinterpret this way [8].
OWL 2 is not a database framework. Admittedly, OWL 2 documents store
information and so do databases. Moreover a certain analogy between assertional
information and database content as well as terminological information and
database schemata can be drawn. However, usually there are crucial differences in
the underlying assumptions (technically: the used semantics). If some fact is not
present in a database, it is usually considered false (the so-called closed-world
assumption) whereas in the case of an OWL 2 document it may simply be missing
(but possibly true), following the open-world assumption. Moreover, database
schemata often come with the prescriptive constraint semantics mentioned above.
Still, technically, databases provide a viable backbone in many ontology-oriented
systems [8].
To conclude, OWL is a powerful language but very difficult and complex to use
within openMOS project. The main challenge is its open world assumption which
makes it quite complex to handle even in the restricted domain of assembly.
Another important aspect to be taken into account is the performance issues of
these approaches, which tend to require computationally heavier solutions which
would go against the lightweight requirements for openMOS.

2.5.Conclusion
The development of encompassing semantic model which is the aim in the
openMOS project, requires a high level of integration and alignment between
different partners and development areas. Therefore, it requires a flexible and
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adjustable way to develop the semantic model, which can easily be adjusted. As
such, it is proposed the usage of UML class diagrams as the base model for
describing the Semantic Model. This will ensure that changes can be made easily to
test scenarios before committing them to the final model.
However, as stated above, it is important to have a model that is transparent not
only for openMOS but also for other tools. Therefore, it is proposed that once the
model matures and the project advances and evolves, the final model should be in
the AutomationML format. The use of AutomationML provides the advantages of
having data exchange focusing on the domain of automation engineering, but also
includes the possibility to add other engineering domains. The data format of this
approach is XML schema-based which makes it ideal for the information exchange.
Therefore it is proposed that the openMOS project use AutomationML for
instantiation of the Semantic Model and exchanging data through the Manufacturing
Service Bus.
However, because AutomationML is not a modelling language and it is not enough
to represent and develop the Semantic Model. UML class diagrams will be used for
the representation of the Semantic Model and will be translated into the
AutomationML format.
Finally it is important to note that while OWL and RDF are still too far from
industrial reality, these are quite promising in a future when a set of more
comprehensive tooling has been developed that shields industrial users from the
more ICT specific complexities of directly working with such models.
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3. Current semantic model overview
3.1.Introduction
The openMOS semantic model will aggregate all stages of development and
operation of assembly systems. This means the model will enable changes in the
plans and provide the basis for their execution. In line with this model will
encompass the product, process and equipment domains, as well as establish the
links which ultimately allow for the execution of the systems to execute processes
in order to create products.

Assembly
Process
Model

Execution
Model

Product
Model

Equipment
Model

Aggregated openMOS Model
Figure 7 - Overview of targets for openMOS semantic model

For clarity the model will be broken down into 4 parts, which are interlinked,
namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

assembly process (skill) semantic model;
assembly equipment semantic model;
skill execution model for deployment and execution of recipes;
assembly product semantic model.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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The assembly process model is one of the, if not the central concept of the
openMOS project to assembling system design. The assembling process bridges the
gap between the product(s) that need to be assembled and the manufacturing
system that will assemble them. The fundamental notion is that it is possible to
define the required process characteristics based on the product. Additionally, one
can also define the available process capabilities offered by the existing equipment.
This means that the processes can be used as the bridge between the product and
the system domains, so long as the semantics are the same.
The assembly system is composed of several equipment, which can be workstations
(composed of modules, devices) and transport units. In order to be able to execute
the assembling processes (known as skills), workstations and transport needs to be
able of execution recipes, which can be deployed by planning and scheduling tools.
For this, a model for the deployment and execution of recipes is defined.
The assembly product model allows for the formalization of new products, while it
connects the product specification to the assembly process requirements.

3.2.Assembly Process semantic model
This section describes the preliminary details of the semantic model for assembly
processes. It covers the aspects for the creation of assembly processes as skills
which are actual capabilities of the devices, the establishment of the assembly
process requirements which are critical for the definition of the product
requirements, and finally on the requirements can be realised by the skills using a
recipe. The model also includes details into the attributes of the classes as well as
establishes the necessary relationships between the concepts.
The preliminary model is defined using UML notation which has been mapped in
AutomationML. Nevertheless, the focus on this document is to provide an overview
for which UML is deemed better.
3.2.1. Skill concepts definition
The first step in the assembly process semantic model is to understand the
concepts and purpose of this model within the context of openMOS. Therefore, it is
important to give an overview of the proposed concepts and how they influence the
different lifecycle stages of an assembly system.
The openMOS project aims the reduction of the initial build and reconfiguration
effort through the use of plug-and-produce devices with standardised interfaces and
built-in control capabilities that can be rapidly connected together and dynamically
configured to achieve different assembly processes.
The plug-and-produce concept goes beyond the mere plug-ability of hardware
modules by modularising the functional capabilities needed to execute an assembly
process. Thus, when a plug-and-produce device is plugged into the system, it
comes with its own process capabilities, which are called Skills.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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The purpose of the openMOS assembly process (Skill) semantic model is to
formalise the concept of a Skill with all its characteristics and define how Skills are
used to configure the process logic of assembly systems.
Skills define the process capabilities offered by the plug-and-produce devices to
complete the required assembly process steps. Such Skills will be used to select
and (re) configure a new or re-configured assembly system.
From a configuration and design point of view, it is necessary to compare the
available Skills capabilities with a set of process/Skill requirements. Therefore,
within openMOS project, it is necessary to include Skill and Skill Requirement
concepts.
Additionally, Skills have some parameters which can be set either fixed or
dynamically adjusted for the operation of an assembly system. Thus, it is necessary
to define which parameter settings a Skill should execute to achieve the desired
results. These parameter settings can be defined in the form of Skill Recipe which
prescribes how a Skill Requirement can be achieved by a Skill.
Summarising, Skills define the available process capabilities of plug-and-produce
devices. Skill Requirements define the characteristics of the required process steps.
Skills Recipes define the settings for a required Skill.
3.2.2. Skill model definition
Figure 8 defines the UML diagram for the concepts described in the previous
section. The first step for the definition of the semantic model is to describe the
main concept Skill. The Skill class contains a set of attributes that should be
straightforward to understand. These attributes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

<name>:String
<id>:UniqueID
<description>:String
<label>:String
<type>:SkillType
<controlPorts>:ControlPort
<parameterPorts>:ParameterPort
<informationPorts>:InformationPort

The SkillType class allows a matching between Skill Requirements and Skills and
provides the Skill types that are supported. This allows symbolic matching based on
established domain taxonomies without being cluttered by complex class
inheritance.
Skills can be either atomic or composite depending on their level of granularity.
Therefore, Skills should be broken down into AtomicSkills or CompositeSkills which
extend the Skill class. The main different between the two classes is that an
AtomicSkill represents the execution of that skill while a CompositeSkill is
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composed of a set SkillRequirement which need to be executed by lower level
Atomic or Composite skills.
Skills have a set of parameters and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) which
settings are defined by the Skills Recipes, through specified ports. The SkillRecipe
class has the following attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

<name>:String
<id>:UniqueID
<description>:String
<KPIs>:KPISetting
<fulfilsRequirements>:SkillRequirement
<parameterSettings>:ParameterSetting
<executedBySkillControlPort>:ControlPort

Skill Recipes intends to fulfil certain Skill Requirements. The Skill Requirement
concept provides a similar structure to the Skill concept. A SkillType class enables
the automatic mapping between the two concepts. The details of each of these
elements are described in the following section.
Please note that the KPI and KPISetting classes and relations may change
throughout the project depending on the developments on Deliverable D3.4 Performance Metrics and Monitoring Framework.
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class Execution_SkillsModel
subParameters
1

0..*
Parameter

implementedBy
0..*

ParameterType

ParameterSetting
-

-

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
parameter: Parameter
value: String

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String

type

1

1 0..*
-

defaultValue: String
description: String
id: UniqueID
lowerBound: String
name: String
subParameters: Parameter [0..*]
type: ParameterType
unit: String
upperBound: String
valueType: String

1

0..*

-

parameters: Parameter [0..*]

isA

1
parameterPorts

-

KPIType

description: String
direction: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
portType: String

-

0..*

SkillType
1 -

type
1..*

0..*

0..*

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
superType: SkillType

1

type

SkillRequirement
-

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
precedents: SkillRequirement [0..*]
requiresPart: Part
type: SkillType

isA

1

isA

0..*

1..*
fulfils
0..*

0..*

-

skillRequirement: SkillRequirement

controlPorts: ControlPort [0..*]
description: String
id: UniqueID
informationPorts: InformationPort [0..*] 0..*
label: String
name: String
parameterPorts: ParameterPort [0..*]
type: SkillType

InformationPort
1

-

kpis: KPI [0..*]

KPIs
0..*

1
-

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
subKPIs: KPI [0..*]
type: KPIType
valueType: String
1

0..*
isA

implementedBy
controlPorts

isA

2..*

0..*

composedOf

CompositeSkill

0..*
-

KPISetting

composedOf: SkillRequirement [2..*]

1

SkillRecipe
description: String
executedBySkillControlPort: ControlPort
fulfilsRequirements: SkillRequirement [0..*] 0..*
id: UniqueID
kpis: KPISetting [0..*]
name: String
parameterSettings: ParameterSetting [0..*]
1..*

KPI

AtomicSkill

skillRequirement
1

0..* -

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String

type

Skill
precedences

1..* -

Port

ParameterPort

super type

0..*

parameterSettings

parameters

ControlPort
implementedBy

1

-

description: String
id: UniqueID
kpi: KPI
name: String
value: String
0..*

KPISettings

Figure 8 – Assembly Process (Skill) semantic model
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1
subKPI
0..*

3.2.3. Attributes description
This section provides the detailed attributes for the classes described in the
previous section. The attribute type contained in some of the attributes is a class,
thus an explanation is in a separate table.

Table 1 – Skill class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

controlPorts

Set of unique ID’s of control ports
which identify specific ControlPort.

Required with
reference to valid
ControlPort id’s

Set of
ControlPort

description

Open text description of the skill
which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific skill.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

information
Ports

Set of unique ID’s of information
ports which identify specific
InformationPort.

Required with
reference to valid
InformationPort
id’s

Set of
Information
Port

label

Identification that can be freely
defined. This can e.g. define some
company specific identification or
labelling scheme.

Optional

String

name

Name which can be chosen for a
skill.

Required

String

parameter
Ports

Set of unique ID’s of parameter
ports which identify specific
ParameterPort.

Required with
reference to valid
ParameterPort
id’s

Set of
Parameter
Port

type

Unique ID of a skill type which
identifies a specific skill. This can
be linked to a taxonomy of skill
types.

Required with
reference to a
valid Skill Type
id

SkillType

Table 2 – AtomicSkill class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

skill
Requirement

Unique ID of a Skill requirement
which identifies a specific Skill
requirement.

Required with
reference to a
valid Skill
Requirement id

Skill
Requirement
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Table 3 – CompositeSkill class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

composedOf

Set of unique ID’s of Skill
requirements which identify
specific Skill requirements.

Required with
reference to
valid id’s

Set of Skill
Requirement

Table 4 – SkillType class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the skill
type which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific skill type.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
skill type.

Required

String

superType

Super type of the given skill which
is the hierarchical higher level skill
type that precedes the current skill.

Optional

SkillType

Table 5 – SkillRecipe class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the skill
recipe which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

executedBy
SkillControl
Port

Unique ID of a ControlPort which
identifies a specific Skill.

Required with
reference to a
valid id

ControlPort

fulfils
Requirements

Set of unique ID’s of Skill
requirements which identify
specific Skill requirements.

Optional

Set of Skill
Requirement

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific skill recipe.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

kpis

Set of unique ID’s of KPI setting
which identify specific KPI
settings.

Required with
reference to
valid KPISetting
id’s

Set of KPI
Setting
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name

Name which can be chosen for a
skill recipe.

Required

String

parameter
Settings

Set of unique ID’s of parameter
setting which identify specific
parameter settings.

Required with
reference to
valid id’s

Set of
Parameter
Setting

Table 6 – SkillRequirement class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the skill
requirement which can also be
used for documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific skill requirement.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
skill requirement.

Required

String

precedents

Set of unique ID’s of Skill
Requirements which identify
specific Skill Requirements that
are precedents of the current one.

Optional

Set of Skill
Requirement

requiresPart

Unique ID of a Part which
identifies a specific product part.

Optional

Part

type

Unique ID of a skill type which
identifies a specific skill
requirement. This can be linked to
a taxonomy of skill types.

Required with
reference to a
valid Skill Type
id

SkillType

Table 7 – Parameter class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

defaultValue

Default value which can be defined
for the parameter.

Optional

String

description

Open text description of the
parameter which can also be used
for documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific parameter.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

lowerBound

Minimum value allowed for the
given parameter.

Required

String

name

Name which can be chosen for a
parameter.

Required

String
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type

Unique ID of a parameter type
which identifies a specific
parameter. This can be linked to a
taxonomy of parameter types.

Required with
reference to a
valid Parameter
Type id

Parameter
Type

unit

SI unit to define the value when
appropriated

Optional

String

upperBound

Maximum value allowed for the
given parameter.

Required

String

valueType

Definition of the value type e.g.
Integer, Float, String, etc.

Required

String

Table 8 – ParameterType class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the
parameter type which can also be
used for documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific parameter type.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
parameter type.

Required

String

Table 9 – ParameterSetting class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the
parameter setting which can also
be used for documentation
purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific parameter setting.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
parameter setting.

Required

String

parameter

Unique ID of a parameter which
identifies a specific parameter.

Required with
reference to a
valid Parameter
id

Parameter

value

Value which the parameter has or
which should be set for the
parameter.

Required

String
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Table 10 – KPIType class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the KPI
type which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific KPI type.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
KPI type.

Required

String

Table 11 – KPI class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the KPI
which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific KPI.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
KPI.

Required

String

subKPIs

Set of unique ID’s of KPI which
identify specific KPI’s.

Optional

Set of KPI

type

Unique ID of a KPI type which
identifies a specific KPI. This can be
linked to a taxonomy of KPI types.

Required with
reference to a
valid KPIType id

KPIType

valueType

Definition of the value type e.g.
Integer, Boolean, Float, String, etc.

Required

String

Table 12 – KPISetting class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the KPI
setting which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific KPI setting.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

kpi

Unique ID of a KPI which identifies
a specific KPI.

Required with
reference to a
valid KPI id

KPI
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name

Name which can be chosen for a
KPI setting.

Required

String

value

Value which the KPI has or which
should be set for the KPI.

Required

String

Table 13 – InformationPort class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

kpis

Set of unique ID’s of KPI which
identify specific KPI’s.

Required with
reference to valid
KPI id’s

Set of KPIs

Table 14 – Port class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the port
which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

direction

Definition of the Port direction, e.g.
male, female, etc.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific Port.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
Port.

Required

String

portType

Definition of the Port type.

Optional

String

Table 15 – ParameterPort class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

parameters

Set of unique ID’s of parameters
which identify specific parameters.

Required with
reference to valid
Parameter id’s

Set of
Parameters

Table 16 – ControlPort class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

empty

In the current status of the model, the attributes for this class will
be inherited.
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3.3.Assembly Equipment semantic model
This section describes the preliminary details of the semantic model for assembly
equipment. It covers the aspects of defining a piece of equipment, the
establishment of different type of equipment, the definition of a sub-assembly unit
(which can be workstation or transport) and how it relates to the process execution
model previously described. The model also includes details of the main classes,
their attributes as well as their relationships.
The preliminary model is defined using UML notations and has been mapped in
AutomationML. Nevertheless, the focus on this document is to provide an overview
for which UML is deemed better.

3.3.1. Equipment concept definition
This section addresses the need for a clear classification and organisation of
equipment module related concepts. The organisation and role of equipment
modules in the systems in which they are deployed requires a clear description.
Before the specific aspects of this classification can be addressed, it is important to
clearly define some equipment relevant terms.
In the English language the word “assembly” is used two-fold; there is no clear
distinction between the physical result of an assembling activity, being an
assembled product and the actual assembling process itself. They are both called
assembly.
This is also reflected in the equipment domain where a system that carries out an
assembling process is called an assembly system.
The openMOS project is adopting a process oriented approach to the modularisation
of manufacturing resources used for the purpose of assembling products.
Therefore, it is advantageous to be able to distinguish between process related
aspects and product related aspects. Therefore, the following definitions are being
proposed:
1. Assembly - An assembly is a product related collection of physical
interlinked objects that results from an ordered process of putting its
constituent components together.
2. Subassembly - A subassembly is an assembly with the intention to be used
as a physical interlinked object inside another assembly. Subassemblies are
usually used to structure the order in which a product is being assembled.
3. Component - Components are the objects that make up an assembly from
the view point of an assembling system. They can either be individual
monolithic machined parts or complex subassemblies of their own that come
from a source outside the assembling system in question.
4. Assembling - Assembling is (are) the (collection of) process related activity
(activities) of creating an assembly or subassembly.
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Following the definitions above and recognising the need for process based
structuring of the manufacturing systems that facilitate the assembling of
components into (sub)assemblies leads to:
5. Assembling Equipment - Assembling Equipment is all the equipment that
can be used to carry out or enable the process of assembling components
into (sub)assemblies.
6. Assembling Systems - Assembling Systems are systems that can carry out
one or more complete assembling step, necessary for assembling
components into (sub)assemblies.
The openMOS philosophy is being drawn around assembling systems, constituted of
modular, pluggable, reconfigurable and interchangeable building blocks so called
equipment modules.
The classification and structuring of assembling systems has a number of different
objectives that should be reflected in the equipment module definition. These
objectives include:
•
•
•
•
•

Allow the hierarchical organisation of assembling systems to reduce
complexity
Permit a clear link between the product organisation and the assembling
system organisation
Enable process oriented modularisation of assembling systems at different
levels of system/equipment complexity
Permit the recognition and representation of different types of assembling
system structures e.g. lines, cells, workstations, etc.
Allow the definition of emplacements at different levels of system/equipment
complexity

3.3.2. Equipment model definition
Figure 9 defines the UML diagram for the concepts described in the previous
section. The first step for the definition of the semantic model is to describe the
Equipment class, which contains a set of attributes that should be straightforward
to understand. These attributes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

<name>:String
<id>:UniqueID
<description>:String
<manufacturer>:String
<skills>:Skill
<ports>:Port

The PhysicalPort class allows a matching between Equipment. The PhysicalPort
class inherits from Port class which has the following attributes:
•
•

<name>:String
<id>:UniqueID

DISCLAIMER
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•
•
•

<description>:String
<portType>:String
<direction>:String

Equipment can be a Subsystem (Workstation or Transport) or a Module. A
Workstation can be composed of several Modules. Each subsystem has a
TaskExecutionTable to execute the deployed recipes. The details of each of these
elements are described in the following section.

class EquipmentModel
Execution_SkillsModel::
Port
-

description: String
direction: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
portType: String

isA

Execution_SkillsModel::Skill

Equipment
PhysicalPort

ports
1

0..* -

description: String
skills
id: UniqueID
manufacturer: String
1..*
name: String
ports: PhysicalPort [0..*]
skills: Skill [1..*]

isA

ProcessExecution::TaskExecutionTable
-

entries: TaskExecutionAssignment [0..*]
1
id: UniqueID

controlPorts: ControlPort [0..*]
description: String
id: UniqueID
informationPorts: InformationPort [0..*]
label: String
name: String
parameterPorts: ParameterPort [0..*]
type: SkillType

isA

SubSystem
1 -

Module

composedOf: Module [0..*]
taskExecutionTable: TaskExecutionTable

isA

Transport

1 -

0..*

1

isA

Workstation

Figure 9 – Assembly Equipment semantic model

3.3.3. Attributes description
This section provides the detailed attributes for the classes described in the
previous section. The attribute type contained in some of the attributes is a class,
thus an explanation is in a separate table.
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Table 17 – Equipment class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the
equipment which can also be used
for documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific equipment.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

manufacturer

Open text to describe the
manufacturer of each equipment.

Optional

String

name

Name which can be chosen for a
equipment.

Required

String

ports

Set of unique ID’s of PhysicalPort
which identifies specific physical
ports.

Optional

Set of
Physical
Port

skills

Set of unique ID’s of Skill which
identifies specific Skills.

Required

Set of Skill

Table 18 – SubSystem class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

composedOf

Set of unique ID’s of Module which
identifies specific Modules.

Optional

Set of
Module

task
Execution
Table

Unique ID of a task execution table
which identifies a specific existing
table.

Required

Task
Execution
Table

Table 19 – Workstation class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

empty

In the current status of the model, the attributes for this class will
be inherited.

Table 20 – Transport class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

empty

In the current status of the model, the attributes for this class will
be inherited.
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Table 21 – Module class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

empty

In the current status of the model, the attributes for this class will
be inherited.

Table 22 – PhysicalPort class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

empty

In the current status of the model, the attributes for this class will
be inherited.

3.4.Process execution model for deployment and usage of recipes
This section describes the preliminary details of the semantic model for the
deployment and usage of recipes. The use of the recipe concept enables the
preapproval and deployment of a procedure that establishes how skills can be
executed. This means the skill execution instructions can be present with and
without and MES, ensuring the constant operation of the system. Therefore, this
section covers the aspects for the creation of recipes, definition of Task Execution
tables, specification of Task Execution assignments, relationship to recipes
execution, and relation to product and product instances classes. The model also
includes details into the attributes of the classes as well as establishes the
necessary relationships between the concepts.
The preliminary model is defined using UML notation which has been mapped in
AutomationML. Nevertheless, the focus on this document is to provide an overview
for which UML is deemed better.
3.4.1. Recipes concept definition
The recipe concept enables the execution of the skills to fulfil a certain skill
requirement. This means that the process of matching of the skill requirements,
which will be defined by the product, to the skills, which are defined by the
equipment, will result in the creation of a skill recipe. However, it has been decided
in the openMOS architecture document D3.1 “Open Plug and Produce Architecture
Specification” that recipes cannot be automatically generated and made available
for execution without human validation.
The process for deploying recipes needs to be in place as the planning for new
products will result in the creation of new recipes that can be used in the system
after validation. Also these will serve as the basis for improvements by the
optimization methods which will update the execution tables which will contain the
relations to the recipes. The Task Execution tables will contain Task Execution
assignments, which will allow the execution of recipes. This model and further
concepts are described in the next section.
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3.4.2. Process execution model definition
As described previously in section 3.3, each Subsystem has a Task Execution table,
each one having Task Execution Assignment entries for executing Recipes, has
described in Figure 10. There are Task Execution Assignment entries for Products
and Task Execution Assignment entries for Product Instances, because openMOS
project supports the same execution for the product type but also different
executions according the product’s specialisation. For instance, a car company may
be producing a car model A, and the execution will be the same for that model; but
at the same time, if some specialisation is necessary, e.g. a client wants a specific
function, that may change the execution – in that cases a specific entry for the
product ID is necessary.

class ProcessExecution
TaskExecutionTable
-

entries: TaskExecutionAssignment [0..*]
id: UniqueID

Execution_SkillsModel::SkillRecipe
-

0..*

description: String
executedBySkillControlPort: ControlPort
fulfilsRequirement: SkillRequirement [0..*]
id: UniqueID
1
kpis: KPISetting [0..*]
name: String
parameterSettings: ParameterSetting [0..*]
0..*
fulfils

1
recipe
0..*

TaskExecutionAssignment
-

active: boolean
id: UniqueID
recipe: SkillRecipe

isA

isA

1..*
ProductProcessExecutionAssignment

Execution_SkillsModel::
SkillRequirement
-

-

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
precedents: SkillRequirement [0..*]
requiresPart: Part
type: SkillType

0..*

1..*
precedences

ProductInstanceProcessExecutionAssignment

frequency: double
productIDs: Product [0..*]

-

productInstanceIDs: ProductInstance [0..*]

0..*

0..*

1

1

ProductModel::Product

1
1..*

-

description: String
hasParts: Part [0..*]
id: UniqueID
name: String
workflow: SkillRequirement [0..*]

ProductModel::ProductInstance
product
1

0..* -

hasPartInstances: PartInstance [0..*]
id: UniqueID
productID: Product

Figure 10 – Process execution semantic model

3.4.3. Attributes description
This section provides the detailed attributes for the classes described in the
previous section. The attribute type contained in some of the attributes is a class,
thus an explanation is in a separate table.
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Table 23 – TaskExecutionTable class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

entries

Set of unique ID’s of
TaskExecutionAssignment which
identifies specific entries.

Required with
reference to valid
TaskExecution
Assignment id’s

Set of Task
Execution
Assignment

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific task execution table.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

Table 24 – TaskExecutionAssigment class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

active

Flag that represents if the specific
task execution assignment is active

Required

boolean

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific task execution
assignment.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

recipe

Unique ID of a SkillRecipe which
identifies a specific existing recipe.

Required

SkillRecipe

Table 25 – ProductProcessExecutionAssignment class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

frequency

Defines the distribution of
execution of a specific entry. E.g. if
frequency is 0.75 it means that this
entry will be executed in 75% of
the times.

Required
The sum of the
frequencies for
each product in
each process
execution table
must to be 1.0.

double

productIDs

Set of unique ID’s of Product which
identifies specific products.

Required with
reference to valid
Product id’s

Set of
Product

Table 26 – ProductInstanceProcessExecutionAssignment class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

product
InstanceIDs

Set of unique ID’s of
ProductInstance which identifies
specific product instances.

Required with
reference to valid
ProductInstance
id’s

Set of
Product
Instance
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3.5.Assembly Product semantic model
This section describes the preliminary details of the semantic model for assembly
products. It covers the aspects for the creation of assembly products, division of
parts in components and subassemblies, specification of particular instances of
these classes for a particular product definition, and finally the relationship with the
requirements. The model also includes details into the attributes of the classes as
well as establishes the necessary relationships between the concepts.
The preliminary model has been defined using UML notations which have been
mapped in AutomationML. Nevertheless, the focus on this document is to provide
an overview for which UML is deemed better.
3.5.1. Product concept definition
The assembly product semantic model formalises all the product related aspects of
the assembly domain. In openMOS, the customer for an assembly system defines
the characteristics (skill requirements) of the product or set of products that need
to be assembled by the system. These are generally a mixture of existing
component characteristics and required behaviour of the finished assembly, which
is defined by the interrelationships between the components. The openMOS
assembly systems only cater for a limited set of product characteristics, which
target what can be achieved with the available set of equipment modules.
The matching of required product characteristics against the achievable ones takes
place during the configuration or re-configuration of an assembly system. Only once
the required process characteristics have been defined is it possible to determine
whether the required product characteristics can in principle be achieved with an
openMOS assembly system.
The final comparison and validation of the skill requirements of the product against
the existing capabilities can only truly take place once the real physical assembly
system is actually operational. It is only possible to compare predicted product
characteristics during the intermediate development stages. The automatic
generation of new recipes is outside the scope of the project and will be done
manually here to validate the overall manufacturing operation systems approach.
Nevertheless, the concept has been defined to support automatic recipe generation.
The skill requirements define the characteristics of physical entities for the purpose
of their assembly and can be used to dynamically plan and re-plan production
schedules. The main different between the characteristics of an existing product
component and the requirements for one is that the requirements can express
several alternative substructures and are related to only one delivery method. The
requirements can be mapped to recipes, which are used to execute the skills to
deliver the product.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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3.5.2. Product model definition
Figure 11 defines the UML diagram for the concepts described in the previous
section. The first step for the definition of the semantic model is to describe the
Product class, which contains a set of attributes that should be straightforward to
understand. These attributes are:
•
•
•
•
•

<name>:String
<id>:UniqueID
<description>:String
<hasParts>:Part
<workflow>:SkillRequirement

Each product has a set of Skill requirements which will allow a matching with the
Skill and Equipment semantics models. The details of each of these elements are
described in the following section.

class ProductModel
precedences
1..*

0..*

ProductInstance

Execution_SkillsModel::SkillRequirement
-

-

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
precedents: SkillRequirement [0..*]
requiresPart: Part
type: SkillType
0..*

1

hasPartInstances: PartInstance [0..*]
0..*
id: UniqueID
productID: Product
0..*
product
1

1

Product
1..* -

description: String
hasParts: Part [0..*]
id: UniqueID
name: String
workflow: SkillRequirement [0..*]

requiresPart
1..*

1..*
0..*

1..*

hasParts: Part [0..*]
workflow: SkillRequirement [1..*]
1..*
1
subAssembly
0..*

componentID: Component

0..*

Part

SubAssembly
-

ComponentInstance
-

0..* -

description: String
id: UniqueID
name: String
1

isA

part

component

Component
isA

1

SubAssemblyInstance
-

hasPartInstances: PartInstance [0..*]
subAssemblyID: SubAssembly

isA

0..*
isA

PartInstance

0..*
1

-

id: UniqueID
partID: Part

1

Figure 11 – Assembly Product semantic model

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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3.5.3. Attributes description
This section provides the detailed attributes for the classes described in the
previous section. The attribute type contained in some of the attributes is a class,
thus an explanation is in a separate table.

Table 27 – Product class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the
Product which can also be used
for documentation purposes.

Optional

String

hasParts

Set of unique ID’s of Part which
identifies specific parts.

Optional

Set of Part

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific Product.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen for a
Product.

Required

String

workflow

Set of unique ID’s of Skill
Requirement which identifies
specific skill requirements.

Optional

Set of Skill
Requirement

Table 28 – Part class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

description

Open text description of the Part
which can also be used for
documentation purposes.

Optional

String

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific Part.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

name

Name which can be chosen Part.

Required

String

Table 29 – SubAssembly class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

hasParts

Set of unique ID’s of Part which
identifies specific parts.

Optional

Set of Part

workflow

Set of unique ID’s of Skill
Requirement which identifies
specific skill requirements.

Required

Set of Skill
Requirement

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Table 30 – Component class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

empty

In the current status of the model, the attributes for this class will
be inherited.
Table 31 – ProductInstance class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

hasPart
Instances

Set of unique ID’s of
PartInstance which identifies
specific part instances.

Optional

Set of
PartInstance

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific ProductInstance.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

productID

Unique ID of a product which
identifies a specific product.

Required with
reference to a
valid Product id

Product

Table 32 – PartInstance class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

id

Globally unique identification for
each specific PartInstance.

Required
Unique

Unique ID

partID

Unique ID of a part which
identifies a specific part.

Required with
reference to a
valid Part id

Part

Table 33 – SubAssemblyInstance class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

hasPart
Instances

Set of unique ID’s of
PartInstance which identifies
specific part instances.

Optional

Set of
PartInstance

subAssemblyID

Unique ID of a SubAssembly
which identifies a specific
SubAssembly.

Required with
reference to a
valid Sub
Assembly id

Sub
Assembly

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Table 34 – ComponentInstance class attributes

Attribute

Description

Constraints

Type

component
ID

Unique ID of a component which
identifies a specific Component.

Required with
reference to a
valid Component
id

Component

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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4. Current AutomationML model
The AutomationML language is a solution for data exchange focusing on the domain
of automation engineering. AutomationML uses an XML schema-based data format
designed for the vendor independent exchange of plant engineering information. An
AutomationML file is basically divided in four main parts:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Role Class Library, where the roles/types are defined;
Interface Class Library, where interfaces to link elements are defined;
System Unit Class Library where user-defined classes are set;
Instance Hierarchy, where instances of System Unit Classes are created.

In Figure 12 the default layout of the AutomationML Editor is presented with the
specified numbering. Figure below shows the four different tabbed windows. The
tabbed windows are Instance Hierarchy, System Unit Class Library, Role Class
Library and Interface Class Library as described above.

Figure 12 – AutomationML editor

To describe any manufacturing system one needs to start by defining the Role Class
Lib required for the assembly system, interfaces required for linking the elements,
define the System Unit Class and finally creating the instances. Figure 13 shows the
flow of how to describe the system in AutomationML.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Figure 13 – Flow of how to describe an AutomationML system

This section will focus on explaining Role Class Library, Interface Class Library and
System Unit Class Library. The Instance Hierarchy will be explained in the next
section with an illustrative example.
As Figure 14 describes, there are two important role classes to define an openMOS
system: the AutomationMLBaseRoleClassLib, that comes from the default
AutomationML file, and the openMOSRoleClassLib, that is being defined specifically
for the openMOS project.
There are also two interface classes: the AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib, defining
default interface connectors, and the openMOSInterfaceClassLib that defines
specific connectors in the context of the openMOS project.
In the System Unit Class Library, there is only one important system unit class
named openMOSSystemUnitClassLib, where the basic classes from the UML model
are mapped. Other classes should be defined before instantiating a system,
because it is important to define templates like modules or workstations in the case
that one needs to use more than one device.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Figure 14 – openMOS AutomationML file

In the following sections, each specific part will be described. The detailed
AutomationML file with the current model of the system will be attached to this
deliverable document, which should be useful to follow through reading this
chapter.

4.1.Role Class Library
The Role Class Library comprises role classes collected within role class libraries. A
role class describes an abstract functionality without defining the underlying
technical implementation, thus, it has to be seen as an indicator for the semantics
of an object [9]. This can be for example the role classes MechanicalPart and
Device indicating system structure semantics or LogisticalDevice and PhysicalDevice
representing communication system semantics.
AutomationML defines a set of basic role classes represented in Figure 15. There is
the AutomationMLBaseRoleClassLib with fundamental role classes defined in Part 1
of the AutomationML standard [9].
Each AutomationML user can define new role classes following its use cases and
needs for data exchange, as defined in openMOS project. AutomationML only
defines some rules for role class definition [9].

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Each role class shall have a unique name within the role tree of a role class library.
Thereby, it can be uniquely referenced by this hierarchy path. In addition, each role
class has to be derived directly or indirectly from AutomationMLBaseRole by using
the RefBaseClassPath attribute [9].
Each role class may have attributes and interfaces (explained in the next
subsection). These attributes and interfaces shall enable an importer of an
engineering tool to interpret and process incoming information correctly [9].

Figure 15 – AutomationML Base Role Class Library

For example, the AutomationMLBaseRoleClassLib defines the role class Port, with its
direction and cardinality attributes, and openMOS project defines specific types of
ports, as expressed in Figure 16. For instance, PhysicalPort, ControlPort, among
others. These user defined role classes inherits from the AutomationML pre-defined
Port role class its attributes and interfaces. The same principle applies to the other
openMOS defined role classes.
In order to do a match between the AutomationML model and the UML model
described above, one can understand that this Port role class is related to the Port
class defined in the Skill UML model. In the other hand, the openMOS defined role
classes for Parameter Port, Control Port and Information Port are related to the
ParameterPort, ControlPort and InformationPort classes respectively defined in the
UML model.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Figure 16 – openMOS Role Class Library

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Another port role class to take into account is the Physical Port which will match the
PhysicalPort class in the Equipment UML model. This physical port can have
different sub-roles as Equipment Port (divided into Transport Port or Floor Port),
Component Port, Fixture Port and Tool Port (Figure 16).
Parameters are facets that can be divided in Atomic Parameter or Composite
Parameter. Examples for the first are Distance Parameter and Force Parameter. An
example for a Composite Parameter is the Position Parameter, which can be
composed by x, y, z attributes. Along the evolution of the project, it is normal that
other parameters are defined.
The same principle is assumed for KPI’s, for now only ExecutionTimeKPI and
EnergyUsageKPI are defined, but others can be defined along the project to map
different needs.
Looking for the Equipment UML model and the Equipment role class it is easy to
understand the mapping. A SubSystem can be either a Workstation or a Transport
and then it is possible Modules, Frames, amongst others. Each SubSystem has a
TaskExecutionTable, which will have TaskExecutionAssignments, both concepts also
mapped into the Role Class Library defined in the AutomationML.
Regarding the Product UML model, the Product class maps directly with the Product
role class described in the AutomationMLBaseRoleClassLib (Figure 15). In the other
hand, as defined in the UML model, a Part can be a SubAssembly or a Component.
Finally, the Skills role class is obviously related to the Skill class in the Skill UML
model. In the context of openMOS, a Skill can be one of five types: action,
operation, task, workflow, delivery method. A lot of Action Skills, Operation Skills
and Task Skills are already defined for the openMOS project, as illustrated in Figure
17. The user should use the most well defined skill type that fits his needs, but
others can be defined along the project, similarly to other concepts.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Figure 17 – Skill Role Class

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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4.2.Interface Class Library
The second modelling library defined in AutomationML is the Interface Class
Library. An interface class describes an abstract relation an element can have to
other elements or to information not covered within the CAEX based model [9].
AutomationML defines a set of basic interfaces represented in Figure 18. There are
the AutomationMLInterfaceClassLib with fundamental interfaces defined in Part 1 of
the AutomationML standard and the CommunicationInterfaceClassLib defined in the
Part 5 [9].

Figure 18 – Interface Class Library

Each AutomationML user can define new interface classes following its use cases
and needs for data exchange. AutomationML only defines some rules for interface
class definition [9]:
•

•
•

Each interface class shall have a unique name within the interface class tree
of an interface class library. Thereby, it can be uniquely referenced by this
hierarchy path.
In addition, each interface class has to be derived directly or indirectly from
AutomationMLBaseInterface by using the RefBaseClassPath attribute.
Each interface class may have attributes. These attributes have to be used
and filled with values in each occurrence of an instance of the interface
class.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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An example of an interface class specifically defined for the openMOS project is the
MaterialFlowConnector that allows to identify how the material is flowing in the
system. Other interfaces already roughly defined in openMOS project are:
•
•
•
•

EventConnector – Establishes the interface for connecting of events.
RequirementConnector – Provides the means to relate associated
requirements.
PrecedenceConnector – This is a directional connector that enables the
establishment of precedence between elements.
LiaisonConnector – This enables the creation of links between product
components.

4.3.System Unit Class Library
The third modelling library defined in AutomationML is the System Unit Class
Library. System Unit Classes can be considered as reusable system components or
as templates for system modelling depending on the point of view [9].
Usually they reflect either a vendor dependent library of components or devices or
a set of templates used within an engineering tool to structure discipline dependent
model information [9].
Within the AutomationML standard there is no basic AutomationML System Unit
Classes Library defined. Thus, the definition of System Unit Classes libraries is up to
the user of AutomationML. AutomationML only defines some rules for System Unit
Classes definition [9].
Each System Unit Class shall have a unique name similar to role classes and
interface classes. It shall have at least one role class assigned to it giving the
system unit class a semantic by using the SupportedRoleClass sub-element [9].
Each System Unit Classes may have sub-objects of the type InternalElement,
attributes, and interfaces representing the structure of the modelled class of
objects, its properties, and its possible associations. In addition, each System Unit
Classes may be derived from another system unit class by using the
RefBaseClassPath attribute. In this case it inherits all supported role classes, subelements, interfaces, and attributes from the parent element [9].
All modelling concepts may have attributes. Attributes are seen as properties which
can be assigned to role classes, interface classes, system unit classes, and internal
elements [9].
AutomationML defines some rules for attribute definition. Each attribute shall have
a unique name within its parent element. It may have a DataType and a Unit
attribute and sub-elements for description, default value, value, and semantic
referencing [9].

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Figure 19 and Figure 20 describe the System Unit Classes defined for the openMOS
project. From both figures it is easy to understand the mapping with the Role
Classes described above and consequent relation with the UML model.

Figure 19 – openMOS System Unit Class Library (1)

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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Figure 20 – openMOS System Unit Class Library (2)

Parameters can be Atomic Parameters or Composite Parameters. Ports can be
PhysicalPort, ControlPort, ParameterPort, InformationPort or ProductFlowPort, as
already described in the UML model. Equipment can be SubSystem, Module or
AssemblySystem. Part can be Assembly or Component. Skill can be AtomicSkill or
CompositeSkill. Requirement can be EquipmentRequirement, Part Requirement or
SkillRequirement.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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4.4.Instance Hierarchy
The fourth and last modelling library defined in AutomationML is the Instance
Hierarchy. It is the most important part of an AutomationML file, as with its
integrated hierarchy of InternalElements, it represents the actual engineering data
to be modelled by CAEX following an object oriented and hierarchical structure [9].
The workhorse of the representation of actual engineering data is the
InternalElement. It is the representative of an object in the production system to be
modelled. Depending on the level of abstraction it can represent physical
components like the complete plant, functional component as machines and
turntables, a device as a drive or a controller, or just a mechanical part as a
conveyer belt or a wire. Also, it can represent logical components like a PLC
program, a product description, or an order [9].
InternalElements in the Instance Hierarchy are generally user defined. They can
contain attributes and interface instances derived from interface classes of any
interface class library. They can reference a system unit class from an arbitrary
system unit class library by using the RefBaseSystemUnitPath attribute. This
reference will identify the corresponding system unit class as the parent class the
InternalElement is derived from and, thereby, name the system unit class as
template for the InternalElement. This will lead to the fact that the InternalElement
shall have the same substructure, interfaces, and attributes as defined in the
system unit class. In addition, the InternalElement shall reference at least one (but
possible more than one) role class from an arbitrary role class library [9].
Therefore, the RoleRequirements and the SupportedRoleClass sub-objects shall be
applied. The referenced role class will define the semantics of the InternalElement.
The structure an InternalElement is depicted in Figure 21.

Figure 21 – Simplified Structure of an InstanceHierarchy [9]

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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An instance of a system unit class can be simply created by dragging-drop the
object from the SystemUnitClassLib to the InstanceHierarchy and select Create
Instance from the dialog box. Then, one should define the role, dragging-drop from
the RoleClassLib. Specific values for the attributes can then be specified if
necessary.

Figure 22 – Example of an Assembly Machine instance

For the sake of simplicity, only a small example of instantiating an assembly
machine is described. Figure 22 illustrates how is an instance of an Assembly
Machine that was created by dragging-drop directly from the SystemUnitClassLib.
One should note that the role is Workstation, which was dragged from the
RoleClassLib.
The attached AutomationML file has the instantiation of a full system, which the
reader should understand after reading this chapter that describes the basic
concepts of AutomationML.

DISCLAIMER
The current UML and AutomationML models presented in this document are subject to
possible changes and updates during the project.
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5. Illustrative example
To describe this example, let us consider three products (Table 35) with the
requirements defined in Table 36. For building these products, it is necessary an
assembling system composed of three workstations as shown in Figure 23.
Transport is added as necessary and can be a conveyors system, a robot, an AGV,
etc. In Figure 23 this example a conveyors system is used. For simplification
purposes, only relevant attributes are described.
Table 35 – List of Products

id

name

hasParts

workflow

ProductA

Product A

{PartA; PartB}

{SkillReqA; SkillReqB}

ProductB

Product B

{PartA; PartC}

{SkillReqA; SkillReqC}

ProductC

Product C

{PartA; PartD}

{SkillReqA; SkillReqD}

Table 36 – List of Skill Requirements

id

name

SkillReqA

Skill Requirement A

SkillReqB

Skill Requirement B

SkillReqC
SkillReqD

precedents

requiresPart

type

PartA

SkillTypeA

{SkillReqA}

PartB

SkillTypeB

Skill Requirement C

{SkillReqA}

PartC

SkillTypeC

Skill Requirement D

{SkillReqA}

PartD

SkillTypeD

Figure 23 – Assembly system for the illustrative example
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The list of Workstations and Modules is described in Table 37. At this point, for
simplification purposes, the connectivity between modules will not be described.
The Transport system can be viewed as a single entity, and for that reason only a
transport equipment is considered, with a Transport skill.
Table 37 – List of Equipment

id

name

skills

WS1

Workstation 1

{SkillA}

WS2

Workstation 2

{SkillB; SkillD}

WS3

Workstation 3

{SkillC; SkillD}

Transport

Transport system

{Transport}

Figure 24 – Assembly system with Skills

The list of Skills that each equipment has is described in Table 38 and illustrated in
Figure 24. At this point, for simplification purposes, let us assume only one
parameter per skill.
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Table 38 – List of Skills

id

Name

type

controlPorts

information
Ports

paramete
rPorts

SkillA

Skill A

SkillTypeA

{InputControl
PortA; Output
ControlPortA;
ErrorControl
PortA}

{ExecutionTime
KPIInformation
PortA;
EnergyUsage
KPIInformation
PortA}

{Param
PortA}

SkillB

Skill B

SkillTypeB

{InputControl
PortB; Output
ControlPortB;
ErrorControl
PortB}

{ExecutionTime
KPIInformation
PortB;
EnergyUsage
KPIInformation
PortB}

{Param
PortB}

SkillC

Skill C

SkillTypeC

{InputControl
PortC; Output
ControlPortC;
ErrorControl
PortC}

{ExecutionTime
KPIInformation
PortC;
EnergyUsage
KPIInformation
PortC}

{Param
PortC}

SkillD

Skill D

SkillTypeD

{InputControl
PortD; Output
ControlPortD;
ErrorControl
PortD}

{ExecutionTime
KPIInformation
PortD;
EnergyUsage
KPIInformation
PortD}

{Param
PortD}

Transport1

Transport
1

Transport

{InputControl
PortTransport
1; Output
ControlPort
Transport1;
ErrorControl
PortTransport
1}

{ExecutionTime
KPIInformation
PortTransport1;
EnergyUsage
KPIInformation
PortTransport1
}

{Param
Transport1
}

The list of Skill Recipes is described in Table 39. Each SkillRecipe fulfils a
SkillRequirement, but Skill Recipe 5 is executed by a Transport skill that was not
required but it is necessary for the system configuration.
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Table 39 – List of SkillRecipes

id

name

executed
BySkill

fulfils
Requirement

SkillRecipe1

Skill Recipe 1

SkillA

SkillReqA

SkillRecipe2

Skill Recipe 2

SkillB

SkillReqB

SkillRecipe3

Skill Recipe 3

SkillC

SkillReqC

SkillRecipe4

Skill Recipe 4

SkillD

SkillReqD

SkillRecipe5

Skill Recipe 5

Transport

–

Assuming this data, when the system is assembling the products, it is clear that
Product A is assembled by WS1 and WS2 and that Product B is assembled by WS1
and WS3. But it is not clear which Workstations should assemble Product C,
because both WS2 and WS3 have the necessary skill.
In real time, the transport system must decide which workstation is performing the
task for Product C, based on active recipes (Table 40).
Table 40 – Process execution table information on the Transport system

productIDs

recipe

Frequency

active

ProductA

Transport(T1, J1, T2)

100%

1

ProductB

Transport(T1, J1, T3, T4)

100%

1

ProductC

Transport(T1, J1, T2)

100%

0

ProductC

Transport(T1, J1, T3, T4)

100%

1

Another situation that is possible is having every recipes active but with split
frequencies, as shown in Table 41. In this case, with different frequencies for
Product C, it means that it will be assembled 60% of the times by Workstation 2
and 40% of the times by Workstation 3. One should note that the sum of the
frequencies for the same product must be 100%.
Table 41 – Process execution table information on the Transport system, example 2

productIDs

recipe

Frequency

active

ProductA

Transport(T1, J1, T2)

100%

1

ProductB

Transport(T1, J1, T3, T4)

100%

1

ProductC

Transport(T1, J1, T2)

60%

1

ProductC

Transport(T1, J1, T3, T4)

40%

1
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In terms of exception handling, for instance when a transport module is removed
due to malfunction, the system must readapt and be able to put recipes not active.
For instance, in Figure 25 the transport module T3 is removed and for that reason
the workflow from J1 to WS3 is not possible to be executed. While the system is
being readjusted, the recipes tables should be updated as shown in Table 42.

Figure 25 – Assembly system with exception handling

Table 42 – Process execution table information on the Transport system when
considering module T3 removal

productIDs

recipe

Frequency

active

ProductA

Transport(T1, J1, T2)

100%

1

ProductB

Transport(T1, J1, T3, T4)

100%

0

ProductC

Transport(T1, J1, T2)

100%

1

ProductC

Transport(T1, J1, T3, T4)

100%

0
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6. Conclusion
This document provides an analysis of the semantic technologies that were
considered for the openMOS project. Based on feedback from the project partners
and experience from previous research projects in this area, it was concluded that
for the project UML would be used for the purposes of modelling while the
instantiation of the model would be delivered in AutomationML.
Additionally, this document provides a preliminary version of the openMOS
semantic model, both UML and AutomationML. This is intended to be used as an
early model for initial testing as part of the openMOS project demonstrators and
test environments. The model has so far been used to instantiate a simple test
system. Results from this initial test are promising but further work has to be done
to refine the model and discuss it with the wider AutomationML community. The
final version of the openMOS semantic model will be made publically available and
documented in detail in Deliverable D3.7 Common Semantic Model.
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